We describe a multistage approach to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with neuroticism, a personality trait that shares genetic determinants with major depression and anxiety disorders. Whole genome association with 452 574 SNPs was performed on DNA pools from B2000 individuals selected on extremes of neuroticism scores from a cohort of 88 142 people from southwest England. The most significant SNPs were then genotyped on independent samples to replicate findings. We were able to replicate association of one SNP within the PDE4D gene in a second sample collected by our laboratory and in a family-based test in an independent sample; however, the SNP was not significantly associated with neuroticism in two other independent samples. We also observed an enrichment of low P-values in known regions of copy number variations. Simulation indicates that our study had B80% power to identify neuroticism loci in the genome with odds ratio (OR) > 2, and B50% power to identify small effects (OR = 1.5). Since we failed to find any loci accounting for more than 1% of the variance, the heritability of neuroticism probably arises from many loci each explaining much less than 1%. Our findings argue the need for much larger samples than anticipated in genetic association studies and that the biological basis of emotional disorders is extremely complex.
Introduction
Ever since neuroticism was first proposed as personality trait that reflects a tendency toward states of negative affect, 1 it has been included in nearly every theory of personality. Its importance as a psychological construct is further enhanced by its well documented correlation with common psychiatric disorders, that is, high levels of neuroticism predict the onset and subsequent episodes of major depression [2] [3] [4] [5] and are associated with symptoms of depression and anxiety in the general population. [6] [7] [8] [9] The correlation between anxiety, major depression and neuroticism is, in part, due to the presence of shared genetic factors, [10] [11] [12] [13] an observation that has spurred attempts to map the genetic basis of neuroticism. [14] [15] [16] It is much easier to acquire the large samples necessary for genetic studies of neuroticism, which is assessed using a self-administered questionnaire, than it is to acquire large patient samples that require diagnostic interviews for accurate assessment of major depression and anxiety.
Genetic linkage analysis has had mixed success in mapping susceptibility loci for neuroticism. One study of extremely discordant and concordant siblings identified five loci that exceeded a 5% genomewide significance threshold, 14 but a second study, also using a selected sample, failed to identify any genome-wide significant signals. 15 One explanation for the difficulties encountered is that the proportion of genetic variance attributable to an individual locus is extremely small, so that the linkage studies are underpowered. A recent survey of some 50 metaanalyses and 752 individual studies concluded that the typical effect sizes of individual genetic variants for complex disease ranged from 1.2 to 1.6. 17 Whole genome association provides an alternative approach to detect small genetic effects. This is still an expensive option, but costs can be reduced by pooling equal amounts of DNA from each individual, separately for cases and controls, and estimating allele frequencies from the DNA pools (allelotyping). Even though allelotyping is replicated several times to increase accuracy, there is still a 10-to 100-fold decrease in cost compared to individual genotyping. DNA pooling can also be applied to quantitative traits in a method known as selective DNA pooling. 18 Selective DNA pooling combines DNA pooling and selective genotyping, which is the genotyping of individuals only from the extreme of the distribution, with the most informative trait values. While DNA pooling offers a substantial reduction in genotyping cost, it possesses some disadvantages, primarily in the loss of information (genotype and haplotype distributions) and by introducing estimation errors. Recent studies have shown the feasibility and accuracy of estimating single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) allele frequencies in DNA pools using microarrays containing thousands of SNPs, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] which makes it possible to perform whole genome association studies in a cost-effective way.
We have collected a sample suitable for association studies of small genetic effects on neuroticism. We selected B3600 individuals from a very large community cohort (n = 88 142) from southwest England, on the basis of the extremity of their neuroticism scores. Using a genomic control approach we have previously shown that stratification is unlikely to be a major confusion in the sample. [24] [25] [26] Here we describe a multistage approach to identify SNPs associated with neuroticism in this as well as in replication samples. Although our initial sample was phenotyped for other personality dimensions, the sample used in this study was selected for having extreme neuroticism score and thus it is not suitable for the study of other dimensions.
Materials and methods
The sample Individuals were selected from the patient registers of general practices in four counties in southwest England, that is, Oxfordshire, Gloucestershire, Somerset and Berkshire (as described by Fullerton et al. ). We chose patients in rural practices, so that the sample is likely to be relatively genetically homogeneous. A total of more than 88 141 individuals completed the revised Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ). The neuroticism (N) scale of the EPQ consists of 23 questions scored on a twopoint scale (0 or 1). 28 N scores of the EPQ are correlated with similar measures on other personality measures such as the NEO PI-R N scale and the TPQ. 29, 30 The total scores were regressed on age and sex and the residuals were standardized so that each individual's score is expressed in s.d. units.
From this population, two independent samples were selected for genotyping according to the extremeness of EPQ-N scores. The first population, originally selected for neuroticism linkage mapping, consists of one member of extremely concordant and discordant sibling pairs (as described by Fullerton et al.
14 and Martin et al.
27
), while the second population, collected for genetic association, consists of singletons (as described by Willis-Owen et al.
24
). For the singletons, we received around 20% replies to our request of DNA samples. There was no difference in the distribution of N scores between subjects that replied and the ones that did not reply. We also received an equivalent rate of reply from high and low N extreme groups.
We screened a total of 3589 individuals; the first group of 2054 individuals was used in the whole genome scan with DNA pools and the second group of 1534 individuals was used as a replication sample. Out of the 2054 individuals (1038 high N and 1016 low N) that were included in the pools, 1301 were women and 753 were men. The replication sample consisted of 932 women and 601 men (831 high N and 702 low N). This study was approved by a research ethics committee in the UK, and appropriate informed consent was obtained.
DNA pools DNA samples were collected and extracted from mouth swabs, quantified four times using the PicoGreen assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) and tested by PCR. The samples were divided into eight groups according to N score (high and low) and gender (men and women). Equal amounts of DNA (150 ng) from each subject were mixed together to create 48 small pools, which on average were made from 43 individuals. Eight different pools were then created once by combining DNA from the small pools in proportion to the number of individuals in each pool. The eight pools are as follows: (1) men with high N score (n = 112), (2) men with low N score (n = 158), (3) men with very high N score (n = 245), (4) men with very low N score (n = 238), (5) women with high N score (n = 320), (6) women with low N score (n = 205), (7) women with very N high score (n = 340) and (8) women with very N low score (n = 436) (very high or low N scores are more than 1.5 s.d. from the mean score adjusted to age and sex (on average 2 s.d.); high and low N scores are between 1 and 1.5 s.d. from the mean score (on average 1.3 s.d.)).
We tested the accuracy of the pools before starting the experiment with the Affymetrix arrays by individually genotyping five SNPs and allelotyping the pools seven times using the Sequenom platform. Frequencies were averaged and corrected for unequal detection of the two alleles based on the ratios in individual heterozygotes. 31 The pools were found to be very accurate, with an s.d. from the expected frequency of 0.016 for each of the eight large pools. The s.d. attributed to the pools (construction error) without the measurement error is estimated to be 0.012 for each pool and 0.0059 for frequency estimate for the high and low N groups with four pools in each. The observed frequencies were highly correlated with the expected frequencies for the small pools and, as expected, higher for the eight large pools (small pools: R 2 = 98.8%; large pools: R 2 = 99.7%).
Allelotyping with Affymetrix chips
We used the Affymetrix 100 and 500 K mapping arrays sets. 
Data analysis of DNA pools
An allele frequency estimate was calculated based on the relative intensities of the two alleles (know as the relative allele score; RAS) for each SNP and for each of the eight pools. 32 The frequency estimate in each pool is the average across the five measurements. Frequency estimates for high and low N were obtained from the average frequency in the four pools belonging to each category. An SNP-specific variance was estimated by calculating the variance of the five measurements for each DNA pool across the eight pools (s 2 pool ). The allele frequencies from HapMap Centre d'Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) trios were used as an estimate for the allele frequencies in the population (P). We modified the standard chi-squared statistic to include the error variance introduced by the DNA pooling procedure. The test statistic is expressed as:
where P H is the frequency in high N pools and P L in low N pools, N H is the number of individuals in high N pools and N L is the number of individuals in low N pools and np H and np L are the number of measurements for high and low N pools. P-values were calculated using a chi-squared distribution for all SNPs with a minor allele frequency above 0.05. We did not attempt to produce a test statistic with desirable statistical properties. The log P values calculated based on this statistic do not correspond to the expected type I error and were only used to rank and prioritize the SNPs for individual genotyping. The empirical distribution of the pools' log P values was assessed using a simulation with a null effect (see below).
Simulation
To estimate a genome-wide significance threshold, we generated 1000 panels of 4000 chromosomes by random sampling with the replacement from the phased HapMap data (n = 120 from unrelated individuals in CEU). 33 For each panel we calculated the significance of allele frequency differences between two groups of 2000 chromosomes for all SNPs with a minor allele frequency greater than 0.05, included in the 500 and 100 K Affymetrix arrays. The most significant value in each panel was recorded.
For each SNP in the DNA pooling simulation the allele frequency in the HapMap CEPH sample was used. To simulate the errors introduced by the DNA pooling procedure we first generated a random normal deviate from the true HapMap frequency using the estimated construction error variance. We then assigned a number of measurements to each simulated pool with an error based on the SNP-specific measurement error and assumed a normal distribution.
To evaluate the power of individual genotyping and DNA pooling we designated 2556 random SNPs from the HapMap (whether they were included in the arrays or not) to be the causal variant with an effect size, measured in terms of odds ratios (ORs), of 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 2 and 3. All the SNPs in HapMap phase II with minor allele frequency (MAF) > 0.05, in the CEPH population, 33 had an equal chance (0.1%) of being the causal variant. Based on the frequency of the causal SNP, we assigned the allele frequencies to two groups with a frequency difference that corresponded to the effect sizes. We sampled phased chromosomes with different probabilities based on the allele frequencies. We calculated the significance of the allelic w 2 test at the causal SNP and for SNPs in a 100 kb window surrounding the causal SNP that are included in the Affymetrix arrays. For the DNA pooling we introduced two sources of error, that is, construction error and measurement error, as described above. Similar to our study design, we simulated 20 measurements for each of the two groups for all SNPs in the 100 kb window. We calculated the significance of each SNP in the same way used for the real allelotyping data. For the individual genotyping simulation we recorded the minimum P-value across all SNPs in the window. For the DNA pooling we simulated a design where all SNPs with log P > 4 (the negative logarithm, base 10, of the P-value) were individually genotyped. To simulate this design, we recorded the minimum P-value of the individual genotypes across all SNPs in the window that exceeded a log P of 4 in the DNA pooling simulation.
Individual genotyping
Individual genotyping was performed using the Sequenom MassArray platform according to the manufacturer's instructions (SEQUENOM, San Diego, CA, USA). The DNA samples in the pools were genotyped using the iPLEX assay with up to 29 SNPs multiplexed together. The replication sample was genotyped using the homogenous MassEXTEND (hME) assay. Chips were read using the Bruker Autoflex Mass Spectrometer system (Bruker-Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA). As a quality control for the iPLEX assay we genotyped 69 HapMap CEPH DNA samples with known genotypes. The concordance level between the genotypes was on average 99.4%. Hardy-Weinberg (HW) equilibrium was tested on all SNPs, but was not used automatically to exclude SNPs because all samples used are selected from the extreme of the population and might show deviation from HW in SNPs associated with the trait. To check the genotyping quality of SNP rs702543, we compared 634 genotypes obtained using the HME and iPLEX assays. The concordance level was 100%. Haplotypes were analyzed based on a score statistic using 'haplo.stats' package for R. 34 
Results

Sensitivity and specificity of DNA pooling
The design and interpretation of the DNA pooling experiment require an assessment of the method's likely power, that is, its sensitivity and specificity. If we were to genotype all 2000 individuals individually, we would be able to detect an effect explaining 1, 0.5 and 0.1% (ORs of 1.72, 1.47 and 1.19) of the additive genetic variance with power of 0.94, 0.34 and 0.001, respectively (assuming an alpha of 1.66 Â 10
À7
(300 000 independent tests, a complete linkage disequilibrium (LD) between the marker and the causative SNP and a trait increasing allele frequency of 0.2)). If we test only 20 markers, for example, in a replication sample, our power is 1, 0.96 and 0.19 for 1, 0.5 and 0.1% effects, respectively.
To investigate the pooling strategy we simulated the design of the study in which we used eight different pools, each allelotyped five times (that is, 20 measurements for each group). Using samples of CEPH individuals genotyped as part of the HapMap project, 33 we established that we could accurately simulate the pooling experiment (see Supplementary material for a full description). We first simulated a situation with a null effect and found that the genome-wide 5% threshold for individual genotyping is 1.7 Â 10 À7 (log P = 6.77), which is equivalent to a 5% threshold after applying a Bonferroni correction for 294 071 independent tests. Then, by simulation, we determined the power to detect an association by genotyping directly the simulated causal SNP, by individual genotyping of SNPs on the Affymetrix arrays (500 and 100 K with MAF > 0.05) and using a DNA pooling strategy. We designed a random SNP from the HapMap to be a causal SNP and we looked at SNPs in the array within a 100 kb window. By simulating an SNP from the HapMap as a causal SNP we include in our simulation the effect of the coverage of the arrays (the LD between the SNPs on the array and SNPs in the genome, represented by HapMap data) and the possibility that more than one SNP on the array is in LD with the causal SNP.
We looked at two study designs. In the first design, we assessed our ability to detect an SNP that exceeds the 5% genome-wide threshold (log P = 6.77). In the second design, we assessed what would happen when we test in a second sample all SNPs that exceed a log P of 3 in the analysis of the first sample. We calculated the power using different effect sizes of OR between 1.2 and 3 ( Table 1 ). For small effect sizes, that is, ORs of 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5, the power to exceed the 5% genome-wide threshold using the DNA pooling strategy is 0, 3 and 31%, respectively. This is around 75% of the power achieved by individual genotyping, but incurs only 2% of the cost (40 Â 4 arrays relative to 2000 Â 4). For the study design that includes testing all log P > 3 SNPs in a second sample, power is the probability of inclusion in the list for replication without taking into account the power of the second sample to replicate the findings. The power of DNA pooling with the second design is 4, 16 and 47% for ORs of 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5, respectively. For this design and with these ORs the reduction in power ranges between 41 and 79% compared to individual genotyping.
Pooling and individual genotyping
We screened 2054 extreme scoring individuals in eight DNA pools for an association with neuroticism ( Figure 1 ). We calculated an association log P value for 452 574 SNPs (with MAF > 5%) based on the frequency differences between high and low N pools, Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; SNP, single-nucleotide polymorphism; 5% threshold, power to detect the association with significance above the 5% genome-wide threshold; log P > 3, percentage of cases with log P > 3, in a design that includes testing the log P > 3 SNPs in a replication sample.
Whole genome association of neuroticism S Shifman et al the SNP allele frequency and the SNP-specific measurement error. SNPs with MAF below 0.05 were excluded because of the limited power to detect a significant association and the decrease in the accuracy of DNA pooling with rare variants. We ranked the SNPs based on the log P values and used a log P > 4 as the cutoff for individual genotyping. We excluded 78 SNPs because the allele frequency estimates had been biased by an outlier in one of the pools. Four hundred and forty SNPs were considered for individual genotyping. Out of 440 SNPs, the assays of 405 SNPs were successfully designed and were used to genotype a subset of the sample (759 individuals). We calculated the significance for allele frequency differences between high and low N for sex-averaged and sexspecific frequencies for each SNP. Forty-two SNPs (10%) had a P-value between 0.05 and 0.01, and 28 SNPs (7%) had a P-value < 0.01. We genotyped the whole sample with 110 SNPs that showed sex-specific or sex-averaged P-values < 0.1. No SNP had a P-value that remained significant after correcting for multiple testing (300 000 tests). Eighteen SNPs had a P-value < 10
À3
, three SNPs had a P-value < 10 À4 and two had a P-value < 10
À5
. As expected, our results using DNA pooling (with a log P > 4 as cutoff) produced a significant deficiency in P-values < 10
À3 compared to what would be expected by chance if all SNPs were individually genotyped (B300 expected by chance). However, we do not see a significant deficiency of P-values < 10 À5 (B3 expected by chance), which indicates that our method would have potentially picked SNPs with genome-wide significant values after Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (P-values < 0.05/300 000 = 1.67 Â 10 À7 ). The highest scoring SNPs and their associated genes are shown in Table 2 .
Haplotype analysis
To examine the possibility that multiple SNPs, each of small effect, might lie within the same gene, we searched for genes or intervals of 50 kb or less containing one SNP with a log P greater than 4 (based on the pooling analysis) and at least one other SNP with a log P greater than 2. Since LD would explain the presence of clusters of SNPs with high log P values, we excluded the pairs of SNPs whose r 2 values (from the HapMap project) were greater than 0.6. We identified 81 SNPs from 34 regions for individual genotyping. Nineteen clustered SNPs showed a P-value < 0.05 and eight SNPs a P-value < 0.01 (Table 3) . From each region we selected three SNPs (or two when three could not be found) with the most significant P-values for haplotype analysis since, in some situations, haplotype analysis is statistically more powerful. 35 We compared the minimum P-value obtained from the single SNP analysis and the minimum P-value obtained from the haplotype analysis (global and haplotype-specific analyses). The minimum P-value from the haplotype analysis was substantially lower ( < 0.5) in only two cases than that obtained from single marker analysis. The analysis of three SNP haplotypes (rs702543, rs17782374 and rs35277) of the PDE4D gene gave a simulated P-value for the maximum haplotypespecific score statistics of 0.00022 relative to a minimum P-value of 0.00082 for the single SNP analysis. The analysis of two SNP haplotypes (rs17225638 and rs11177914) at the RAB3IP gene gave a simulated P-value for the global statistics of 0.0069 relative to a minimum P-value of 0.020 for the single SNP analysis.
Distribution of P-values obtained in the DNA pooling stage in linkage regions
To enhance the power to detect association in regions where we had prior information for a genetic effect, we took into account evidence from a previous linkage scan that used the same population analyzed here by association. 27 Analysis of allele sharing in discordant and concordant sib pairs previously identified five significant quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for neuroticism, on 1q, 4q, 7p, 12q and 13q. We tested whether the distribution of P-values obtained in the DNA pooling stage was higher than expected in the QTL regions.
We calculated the total proportion of log P values above 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the 1-LOD score intervals for the five significant peaks. The proportion of log P values greater than 2, 3, 4 and 5 was also calculated in a set of five regions of the same size chosen at random from across the genome, and this process was repeated 1000 times. We found no significant enrichment in the 1-LOD score intervals of the QTL regions, when analyzed together. However, when we tested individual regions (comparing the proportion of log P values above a certain value in each 1-LOD score interval compared to random selected region), we found a nominally significant (P = 0.022) enrichment in log P > 2 values in the 1-LOD interval on chromosome 1q. This result becomes non-significant when corrected for multiple testing. Whole genome association of neuroticism S Shifman et al
Copy number variants
We noticed that some SNPs with high log P values in the DNA pooling experiment are clustered in regions of known copy number variation (CNV). In the DNA pooling experiment we calculated the association score using the relative intensities of the probes, which might be influenced by CNVs. Hence, a cluster of high log P values could be a result of different frequencies of CNVs in cases and controls rather than of SNP allele frequency differences. We tested the distribution of log P values in regions of known CNVs and random regions of the same size (in the same way as we investigated the distribution of log P values in the linkage regions). We observed a positive enrichment of log P values in CNVs obtained from The Database of Genomic Variants, http://projects.tcag.ca/ variation/ (not including the data from Redon et al. 36 ) (P = 0.0085, 0.017, 0.024 and 0.031 for log P of 2, 3, 4 and 5). We also tested the distribution of log P values in CNVs reported recently. 36 We examined CNVs identified using the 500 K EA arrays with a frequency of greater than 5%. The positive enrichment of log P values using this dataset was even more significant (P = 0.017, 0.003, 0.002 and P < 0.001 for log P of 2, 3, 4 and 5).
We considered whether this result could be artifactual. Within CNVs, the amount of DNA added to each pool might be more variable than in other regions, so we expect first that there will be more variation in allele frequency estimates in these regions and second that the differences between groups (as measured by the log P values) will be less when frequencies are obtained by individual genotyping.
Neither expectation was realized. Variation between DNA pools at SNPs within CNVs was not significantly different from that seen at SNPs elsewhere in the genome, and the enrichment of high log P values at CNVs was also seen in some cases in individually genotyped SNPs. These results indicate that the explanation for the enrichment may be related to the biology of neuroticism.
We examined each CNV to identify those contributing most to the observed enrichment of log P values. A region on chromosome 17q21.31 is the CNV region with the highest enrichment of high log P values f Genotyping distribution deviates from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in sample included in the pools (P-value < 0.0026). g Genotyping distribution deviates from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in both samples using two different SNP genotyping platforms (iPLEX and HME).
( Figure 2 ). The enrichment of log P values in other CNVs is no longer significant when chromosome 17 is excluded from the analysis (minimum P = 0.087 for log P = 5). Individual genotyping of the sample used in the pools with an SNP (rs10514901) within the CNV region showed a modest association with neuroticism (P = 0.0094).
Replication
We attempted to replicate the results of the most significant SNPs in an independent sample. Nineteen
SNPs with a P-value < 0.001 (sex-specific or sexaveraged) were genotyped on a sample that consisted of 933 women and 601 men (all in the 10% low or high tail of the N distribution) (Figure 1 ). Only one SNP showed a statistically significant association in the replication. The significant SNP, rs702543, had a P-value of 0.00081 in the original sample, a P-value of 0.00078 (Bonferroni corrected P-value with 19 tests = 0.015) in the replication sample and a combined P-value = 2 Â 10
À6
. In both the samples the frequency of the A allele was increased in the high Ns (frequency in the combined sample = 0.61) relative to the low Ns (frequency = 0.55) with an OR of 1.27 (95% confidence interval for the OR (95% CI) is 1.15-1.4) and proportion of variance explained of 0.64% in an ANOVA model. Using the age and sex regressed N score to analyze the replication sample we obtain a P-value of 0.00065 for the additive model (note that because the scores are so extreme in the selected samples, this result is almost identical to the value obtained by applying a w 2 test: P = 0.00078). The ORs for men (OR = 1.30 in the combined sample) and women (OR = 1.25) were not statistically different in the pooling sample, the replication sample or the combined sample.
We attempted to replicate rs702543 in other populations. We investigated three populations: (1) a sample selected from 15 027 Australian twins and 11 389 of their family members. Unrelated individuals with neuroticism, anxiety and depression scores in the upper or lower deciles were genotyped (n = 761) 37 ; (2) unrelated individuals from the Virginia Adult Twin Study of Psychiatric and Substance Use Disorders. 38 We used a sample of 1022 individuals selected from 9270 twins for a study of candidate genes on anxiety, depression and neuroticism; (3) a sample of 417 unrelated individuals from the Netherlands twin family for a study of anxious depression. 39 Individuals were selected from a total of 13 717 individuals from 3344 families on the basis of extreme factor scores. The factor score included a neuroticism assessment, using the Amsterdamse Biografische Vragenlijst (ABV), a self-report personality instrument similar in content to the EPQ. 40, 41 We divided the samples from all populations into two groups based on N scores. We analyzed the allele and genotype frequencies in high and low N in each population and also in the combined sample ( Table  4 ). The combined sample from the three populations showed a non-significant trend for an excess of the A allele in high N-score group (OR = 1.05, 95% CI = 0.92-1.19, P = 0.46). The allelic effect of SNP rs702543 estimated from the combination of the three populations and our replication sample in terms of OR is 1.13 (95% CI = 1.03-1.24, P = 0.012).
We also used family based analysis to test for the association of rs702543 with neuroticism in the Netherlands and Australian full family samples. There was no evidence for association in the Netherlands family sample (N = 1148, wave 6, analyzed using quantitative transmission-disequilibrium test (QTDT), P = 0.88). The Australian family sample was analyzed using the age and sex transformed scores 42 based on the full 23-item EPQ-R N scale and the 10-item Kessler Psychological Distress scale 43 (K10), a measure of current non-specific psychological distress in the anxiety-depression spectrum. Individuals were considered 'affected' for EPQ-R and K10 if their residual scores were in the top 5, 10, 15 and 20 percentile of available residuals. Consistent with the findings in the original sample, an overtransmission of the A allele to affected individuals was observed for all percentiles. The most significant transmission distortion was observed when the individuals in the 20 percentile were treated as affected (analyzed using UNPHASED v3.03, EPQ P-value = 0.040, K10 P-value = 0.0059). 
Discussion
We have performed the first whole genome analysis of neuroticism, using pooled DNA. We show that, by using eight pools with five replicates of each, we retain between 21 and 94% (depending on the effect size and threshold used) of the power from genotyping all 452 574 SNPs individually, equivalent to a 50-fold saving in the costs. We identified one SNP rs702543 from an analysis of B2000 individuals selected from the neuroticism extremes of 88 142 people, which we were able to replicate in a separate sample from the same cohort. The SNP was genotyped in three other laboratories, on related, but not identical, phenotypes. In each case the direction of allelic effects was the same as in our sample, but the test reached statistical significance in only one sample, that is, only in one method of analysis (family based analysis). Our study raises a number of issues for whole genome association studies in general and the genetic basis of neuroticism in particular.
We deal first with the performance of the pooling strategy. Our estimates of the power of our DNA pooling strategy were derived by simulation using the measurement error across all SNPs from both 500 and 100 K arrays. However, there is a 3.2-fold difference between the variances of the repeated measurements for the two types of arrays (mean variance for 100 K = 0.0017, and for 500 K = 0.0055). This difference in measurement accuracy is probably due to the smaller number of features per SNP and the reduction in feature size in the 500 K array relative to the 100 K. 21 It means that the measurements in the 500 K arrays should be at least triplicated to achieve the genotype accuracy obtained with the 100 K arrays.
DNA pooling allows substantial savings in genotyping costs (see, for example, references [44] [45] [46] ) and there have been successes using DNA pooling in the analysis of a relatively small number of markers, for example, in schizophrenia 47, 48 multiple sclerosis, 49 and serum high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels. 50, 51 However, in the two cases where whole genome association has been attempted (that is, in memory 52 and mild mental impairment 53 ), the yields have been low, that is, in both cases only one locus was considered significant.
Our results are comparable, in that we have found just one locus of small effect. Failure to replicate the finding in all samples is not unexpected, given the differences between the cohorts, in both phenotype and recruitment. No sample used exactly the same phenotype. We used the 23-item Eysenck N scale, while the US and Australian sample used the short (12-item) scale and the Dutch sample used the Amsterdamse Biografische Vragenlijst, which is based on the Eysenck scale but is not identical. However, differences in the measures are likely to be outweighed by differences in the recruitment strategy. Our sample represents the extremes of about 61 367 unrelated people, the Dutch from 3444 families, the Australian from around 7500 families and the US from 9270 twins.
Second, we consider the lessons for the design of whole genome association studies. Assuming that the genetic basis of neuroticism is typical of behavior, and also typical of other complex traits, our results reinforce the findings that the ORs of most complex trait loci are less than 1.6. 54 Our linkage study on the same cohort failed to find any large effect loci (explaining more than 5% of the variance), and given that we had approximately 50% power to detect an OR of 1.5 (which is equivalent to a locus explaining 0.5-1% of the variance) and failed to find any loci accounting for more than 1% of the variance, it seems likely that the 40% additive genetic variance of neuroticism arises from many loci explaining much less than 1%. This means that to obtain adequate power in whole genome association studies, much larger samples will be needed than anticipated.
Using association analysis, we failed to identify any genes under the five significant linkage peaks that were obtained using the sib pairs from the same population-based study of personality (although it should be noted that there was a nominally significant enrichment in log P > 2 values in the 1-LOD interval on chromosome 1q). Our significant SNP is located on chromosome 5, a region that was not indicated by the linkage analysis. Since linkage analysis is robust to allelic heterogeneity at a locus, this may indicate that rare variants are a major contributor to the heritability of neuroticism. The linkage signal could also be due to the co-localization under the linkage peaks of variants in different genes, each of too insufficient individual effect to be detected by association. Other possible factors that could contribute to the lower power of our study to identify the genes under the linkage peaks include the effect of incomplete genome coverage (low LD between the SNPs typed and the causal variants) and a high false-negative rate of the association analysis.
Unlike the linkage intervals that did not show a significant enrichment of high log P values, we did see the enrichment in known CNVs. Chromosomal abnormalities have been reported in patients with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and major depression, 55 ,56 but it is not clear to what extent CNVs contribute to variation in behavior. It is noteworthy that CNVs on chromosome 17 (enriched for high log P values) contain two genes involved in behavior, that is, the Tau gene (MAPT) and the corticotropinreleasing hormone receptor-1 (CRHR1). CRHR1 has been shown to mediate anxiety-related behavior and hormonal adaptation to stress. 57 Finally, our findings are important for the understanding of the genetic basis of neuroticism and the associated psychiatric disorders of anxiety and depression. The rs702543 SNP is located in the phosphodiesterase 4D, cAMP-specific (PDE4D) gene, in an intron between exon D3 and D8. The HapMap database (CEU, Release #21) shows one SNP (rs702542) in complete correlation with rs702543, and two other SNPs that are partially correlated, that is, rs296410 (r 2 = 0.5) and rs40216 (r 2 = 0.56). All three SNPs lie within a 65.3-kb haplotype block on chromosome 5 (58 872 707-58 937 990 bp). The G allele of rs702543 creates a putative cAMP response element (CRE) for CREB2/c-jun heterodimer (TGACGTTA), while the A allele destroys it. 58, 59 The transcription of different isoforms of PDE4D was shown to be regulated by cAMP levels. For example, a CRE (TGACGTT) in the promoter of an isoform of PDE4D (PDE4D5) was shown to be involved in the cAMP responsiveness of the PDE4D5 promoter. 60 Several other lines of evidence support the involvement of the PDE4D gene in susceptibility to neuroticism and depression. A PDE4-specific inhibitor rolipram has antidepressant effects on animals and patients with major depression. [61] [62] [63] PDE4D knockout mice show antidepressant-like behavior, which is further increased by the antidepressants desipramine and fluoxetine but not by rolipram. This suggests that the PDE4D subtype is an essential mediator of the antidepressant effects of rolipram. PDE4D expression is increased in mouse cerebral cortex by the repeated treatment with desipramine, fluoxetine and rolipram and in the hippocampus by fluoxetine and rolipram. Recently, variants in two genes encoding PDEs were found to be associated with the diagnosis of major depression, and one of them (PDE11A) was also found to be associated with remission in response to antidepressants. 64 Together, these observations indicate that the PDE4D gene is likely to be involved in susceptibility to neuroticism and the associated psychiatric disorders of major depression and anxiety.
